We describe a multiresolution method for rendering curves that is based on exact reproduction of artistic silhouettes and line hand-gesture styles. Using analysis based on reverse subdivision, we extract examples from both scanned images of line-drawn artwork and interactively-sketched input and apply these styles to the arbitrary strokes of new illustrations. Our algorithms work directly with the extracted discrete point data using fast and simple local and global multiresolution filters, and we support the use of styles with gaps or discontinuities. Our results show how this technique can capture the complex contour drawings of landscape elements, allowing users without drawing skills to easily reproduce them.
Introduction
The problem of creating renderings with the expressive power of traditional illustrations has attracted much attention from researchers in computer graphics in recent years. While many works have focused on algorithms that generate recognizable styles such as stippling drawings 1, 2, 3 and Impressionist paintings, 4, 5, 6 another approach, rendering-by-example, seeks to directly use artistic samples to copy a particular style for later re-use.
In this work we would like to reproduce drawings of landscape elements such as clouds, trees, and bushes, as well as more general line drawing styles (Fig. 1) . The abstracted pen-and-ink or pencil outlines of such drawings are typical of quick or rough sketches, and consist of mostly uniform-width strokes with more emphasis on delineating the object's silhouette. The intent of these contour drawings is to emphasize shape and form without using shading or texturing. 7, 8, 9 The advantage of using rendering-by-example lies in its ability to reproduce these curves which are otherwise difficult to generate procedurally or by hand. Our aim is to capture a library of artistic silhouettes and stroke styles using a novel technique for rendering-by-example. The key to our method lies in decomposing a stroke into two elements: the path, or basic direction of the stroke, and the hand gesture style, variations along the path that make up its character. Our approach uses the local multiresolution filters of Bartels and Samavati 10 and globalfilter producing method of Samavati and Bartels 11 to perform this decomposition. To re-use the style, we perform the multiresolution synthesis operation, using the corresponding reconstruction filters to apply the stored style to a new path to generate a new curve. Unlike other previous work in this area, this method avoids tedious construction of large sets of example strokes and does not require computationally expensive statistical processing to generate new curves with the styles. We also note that the multiresolution approach offers the considerable benefit of built-in level-of-detail optimization, reducing the space and time needed to store and generate the curves.
Contributions
The main contribution of our work is to provide a system for high-quality style extraction and re-application using multiresolution analysis and synthesis. We achieve nearly exact reproduction of styles from single examples by using algorithms that align the extracted style with the orientation of the new path. We can also seamlessly repeat short styles along a longer path, and can capture and re-use styles that contain gaps or holes, or consist of multiple independent strokes.
Related Work
The idea of capturing and re-using artistic styles from drawings or paintings for automatic or semi-automatic application to new renderings has been examined before by researchers in non-photorealistic rendering. The primary benefits are the considerable savings in time and effort that can be achieved by using existing artwork.
The flexibility of this approach is shown by Sloan et al. 12 who apply the idea of rendering-by-example to the re-use of artistic shading styles, and Bregler et al., 13 who capture and re-use the stylized motion of traditionally animated cartoons.
Works that have focused on stroke style capture have used either approximations to exact reproduction, or synthesis of new similar styles from multiple examples. In the first category, Kalnins et al.
14 interactive NPR system uses stroke rendering-byexample for quickly repeating a style around an object's silhouette. Their method requires several example strokes, sections of which are probabilistically selected to synthesize new "similar" strokes. Simhon and Dudek 15 use hidden Markov models to statistically re-generate curve styles captured from training sets onto new illustrations. Another statistical synthesis technique, by Jodoin et al. 16 synthesizes a set of hatching strokes that "looks" like a given sample. Their technique uses a statistical model that conditionally selects strokes from the sample hatching pattern to generate a similar output, rather than generating entirely new strokes. Freeman et al. 17 use a different approach, achieving style translation of a line-drawn illustration by matching the strokes of the input to a certain style in a multi-style library of samples. The matched strokes are then translated by replacing them with one of their alternate style entries from the library. This approach requires a severalthousand element stroke library to ensure accurate matching. A multiresolution method of synthesizing strokes from examples is presented by Hertzmann et al.
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Their system creates a complement curve that is analogous to a given pair with a synthesis approach using Gaussian pyramids. The analogy technique matches local curve variations in the input to a possibly transformed new base curve. Our method offers the advantage of completely separating the style from the input without the requirement of the analogy step. Also, the multiresolution decomposition that we use only requires that the total number of details stored in the hierarchy be equal to the original input size, rather than the multiple levels of sampled curves required in the pyramid method.
In their seminal work, and that from which we draw our overall approach, Finkelstein and Salesin 19 describe a wavelet-based multiresolution method that can capture and re-use a curve style. The multiresolution representation allows convenient curve control for editing the path or details of the curve, switching between detail levels, and re-applying details to a modified or edited curve. They also create a "curve character library" of extracted details for application to completely new curves. Part of our implementation, the global multiresolution construction, corresponds to their method. However, we use the reverse-subdivision multiresolution approach of Samavati and Bartels, 11 which provides a general filter construction, rather than a special case for cubic B-splines. This makes several multiresolution filters available. In this work, we use two different global filters for high quality extraction of curve styles, and two local multiresolution filters, which are more efficient (Tab. 1). The use of these filter matrices also avoids explicit construction of the wavelet basis function and the associated evaluations thereof, yielding additional efficiencies, and allows us to use discrete curve points directly. Within this multiresolution framework, we also introduce new algorithms to (1) use styles consisting of multiple discontinuous strokes, which can generate results similar to the hatchingpattern specific system of Jodoin et al., 16 (2) orient the style to the curve tangent using the extracted discrete details directly, and (3) provide methods for repeating a short style segment along a curve, by simple repetition and by multiresolution blending, achieving results like those of Hertzmann et al. 18 
System Overview
Our system consists of an interactive application for acquiring new stroke styles and an illustration system for applying them. We extract stroke curve points from scanned illustrations using image-processing algorithms; alternately, the user may interactively sketch a stroke, and we then use the curve points directly. The captured style is then stored in a re-usable library for use with our illustration system. Within that system, the user may sketch a drawing with a tablet or mouse and interactively apply captured styles to its strokes. We refer to these strokes as base curves for the new styles. Attributes such as style re-orientation, repetition, and level-of-detail selection are provided to fine-tune the stroke's final appearance.
The paper is arranged as follows: we describe the multiresolution operations and filters we have used in the next section. Our extraction system for capturing stroke styles is detailed in Sec. 3 and style re-use is described in Sec. 4. Our results, including a more in-depth comparison of our method with wavelet-based approaches, are presented in Sec. 5. Finally, our conclusions are presented in Sec. 6.
Multiresolution Methods
The primary advantage in using multiresolution methods is their ability to separate the style as "details" from the curve's coarse level approximation, or "base path." For our purposes, the important observation is that the details captured by the analysis procedure can be used independent of the underlying base points. That is, the details represent perturbations of the underlying curve path. With this notion in mind, we can define the capture of a style as the set of details required to reconstruct the style curve. Re-use of the style then consists of reconstructing those details on a new curve. The representation of the artistic stroke as a low resolution path (coarsest points) and high resolution style (details) enables us to transfer the captured style to an arbitrary new curve.
For this work, we have used multiresolution methods to extract and apply curve styles. The primary advantages of this approach are its flexibility, simplicity and efficiency. In general terms, multiresolution analysis is used to create a hierarchical representation of a given function. Typically some base-level coarsest approximation to the function, which we call the base path, and various detail levels define the function's multiresolution representation. These elements are generated via decomposition of the original function. 20 Additionally, an associated scheme defines filters which operate on the base points and details hierarchy to reconstruct the function.
Analysis and Synthesis
Mathematically, we can specify the multiresolution operations at a high level in terms of the filter matrices A n , B n , P n and Q n of a specific scheme. Given a column vector C n of samples, a lower-resolution level C n−1 is created via decomposition using the analysis filters A n and B n . The superscripts refer to the decomposition level, where n is the original, highest resolution input. The matrix A n is used to down-sample the input, giving a coarsened approximation to C n :
The details D n−1 lost through the down-sampling are captured using B n :
Recovering C n , the previous level's points, is called reconstruction. It involves refinement of the coarsened points C n−1 and details D n−1 using the synthesis filters P n and Q n , which basically reverse the operations of A n and B n :
The multiresolution operations are successively applied to each generated level creating a hierarchy of details that gives us the original input when reconstructed. Although A n , B n , P n , and Q n are varied at different levels, they have a regular and repetitive structure, except near the first and last column. This fact is important for the efficient implementation of these operations. From here we will drop the superscripts from the matrices when it does not produce ambiguity.
Unlike the curve points generated by the analysis filter A, the D i consist of vectors which perturb the curve into the higher-level path. Figure 2 shows the process of decomposition along with the generated levels. The hierarchy of decomposition starts from the top left (original curve). The right side then shows the extracted details after one step of decomposition and the new lower-resolution curve is on the next line. The successively lower-resolution approximations C i to the original curve (top left) are shown down to the base path C 0 (bottom left). The right column shows the associated detail vectors D i extracted at each level.
Filter Banks
In concrete terms, we use the filter bank 19 as a convenient multiresolution representation, storing the base points of our coarsest curve approximation and the details for each level of reconstruction.
Beginning from the original discretized curve C n , we apply the analysis filter A to compute C n−1 , a coarsened approximation of it. The details are captured and saved in the filter bank as detail level D n−1 . The procedure then iterates, using C n−1 as our high-resolution curve to be down-sampled with the final set of points forming the base level, C 0 , that reconstruction will begin with. Reconstruction, or synthesis, of the high-resolution curve from the filter bank proceeds analogously. The base points C 0 are subdivided using the filter P and the details D 0 are refined by Q. These are then added together to re-form C 1 the first reconstructed level. The steps repeat until all details levels have been applied, at which point our original curve has been recovered.
Multiresolution Schemes
The matrices A, P , B and Q mentioned above form the core of the multiresolution approach, and the efficiency of the technique depends on their structure. (The full make-up and elements of the local filters, and an introduction to their use, is given in Samavati and Bartels 21 ). Specifically, banded, compact matrices result in more efficient decomposition and reconstruction operations, allowing us to avoid ever working directly with matrix operations such as full matrix-matrix multiplies.
We have employed the new multiresolution approach based on reverse subdivision as described in Bartels and Samavati.
10,11 This approach uses very compactly banded matrices compared with those based on conventional wavelets. For example, filters for the cubic B-spline scheme result in a Q matrix with a regular column with only five non-zero filtering elements, versus 11 with the conventional approach of Finkelstein and Salesin 19 and Stollnitz et al., 20 shown in Fig. 3 . The matrix entries themselves are also simpler, an important property that minimizes round-off error-even before filtering-and allows for an easier, more efficient implementation. These better numbers are evident in the regular column of the Q matrix. The simpler, exact rationals and powers-of-two can lead to significantly reduced execution times for filtering of the input points (see Tab. 1, Sec. 5).
For this work, we have applied the filters generated from locally-optimal and globally-optimal solutions, using the matrices and methods described in Bartels and Samavati, 10,11 respectively. Local filters provide the best-possible approximation by minimizing the least-squares error around the width of the filter. The global method differs by implicitly constructing analysis filters that are optimal over the entire set of curve points, found by minimizing the least-squares error around the width of the filter. However, a recent result of Bartels et al. 22 shows that the local least squares often provides a good estimation of least squares solution, particularly for larger sized problems.
In the global method, Eq. (1) (Sec. 2.1) is now computed as
which is a banded, linear system. Note that this is equivalent to
where (P n T P n ) −1 P n T is the implicitly constructed A, solved as a linear system.
The details are extracted by first rearranging Eq. (3):
Then following the derivation using normal equations in Samavati and Bartels 11 , we reach
Computing D n−1 then again involves solving a banded, linear system. Note that Q n T Q n and P n T P n can be pre-computed as they are constant for a given scheme. Reconstruction simply uses the scheme's subdivision filter P and its extension Q in Eq. (3). The implementation of these filters is described in Sec. 3.3.
Style Extraction
Our method accepts input from two sources: for sketched curves the filter-bank can be constructed directly as described above; for scanned strokes the selected region is vectorized via image processing operations we describe next. In either case, once the curve points are acquired, the user may select one of the available multiresolution schemes and visualize the reconstruction. When the user is satisfied with a particular filter for the given curve, the style can be added to the library and saved for later re-use.
Image Processing
As a first step, our system vectorizes the sketch with outline tracing. We process the input image with a median-cut filter 23 to remove high-frequency noise. We note that this simple filtering is sufficient at this stage, as the multiresolution decomposition provides us with the noise removal option of dropping the highest frequency detail levels. We then threshold the image to reduce it to two tones and vectorize the particular strokes that we want to capture. We use the standard contour trace algorithm 24 to perform this extraction.
Curve Re-Sampling
The iterative nature of the multiresolution filtering we use imposes a constraint on the number of points in the input curve. In general, we require the number of points to be a power of two, plus a small constant associated with the multiresolution scheme used. Specifically, we must satisfy the equation n = 2 k + N , where N = 2 for the Chaikin filters and N = 3 for the cubic B-spline filters, and k is the number of decomposition levels. Note that these numbers are a consequence of interpolating the first and last control points in the curve schemes. If periodic or symmetric extensions are used, rather than the open curves we have here, we can simply use a value of n = 2 k .
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We use a uniform re-sampling algorithm to generate the required number of new points from along the path of the input curve. The parameters are the points of the input piecewise linear style curve and the number, n, of points required in the created output curve. The algorithm first computes the step size between points that will result in fitting m points over the length of the input curve. It then iterates over the points, generating a new point on the curve by linearly interpolating between the two closest original points at each step.
A side effect of the uniform re-sampling is some smoothing of variation in the density of points along the curve. This may naturally arise from using a sampled device such as a mouse or tablet. This has no noticeable effect on the visual quality of our results, since our example input curves are generally sampled at or above screen resolution (scanned input examples are at 160+dpi, and mouse or tablet input is at screen resolution, usually 75+dpi).
Filter Bank Creation
Creation of the filter bank now proceeds using the curve points from the re-sampled input. Though we have used matrix notation to describe the process, we take advantage of the banded nature and the regularity of all the matrices to create and reconstruct the filter-bank in time linear to the number of input points.
In the case of the local scheme, the row and column masks are used directly to filter the input points. For the global schemes, the creation of the filter banks follows the basic steps described in Sec. 2.3. We take advantage of the sparse, banded nature of the P and Q matrices (from Samavati and Bartels 11 ) to give us fast decomposition steps in our implementations of the Chaikin and cubic Bspline global schemes. For these schemes, Eqs. (4) and (7) are solved using a triand penta-diagonal banded linear system solver, respectively. Using the Chaikin scheme as an example, the right-hand-side of each equation is determined using simple linear-time filter application. Solution of the linear system requires only one pass of Gaussian elimination to reduce the banded system into a bi-diagonal band, and is then trivially solvable using back-substitution. The generated detail levels and final base path are then stored in a simple data structure (referred to as the filter bank). Reconstruction is performed like the local method, with simple filtering applied directly to the detail levels and base points to regenerate the stored levels. The reconstruction steps, though also linear in time, are therefore significantly faster than decomposition. Figure 4 compares the decomposition using local and global schemes. We generally choose the scheme that results in the smoothest base path to give the best possible reconstruction after style application (see Sec. 4.1). As a simple heuristic for the smoothness, we measure the curvature of the extracted base path for each scheme. This can be used to automatically select the best path, or we can also visually select it from a display of the base paths generated by each scheme. We notice that while the global multiresolution method produces better results, it has the drawback of requiring the solution of banded linear systems, making it slower than the simple filtering of the local schemes. In some examples however, we can achieve equivalent results using the local filters.
Discontinuous Styles
We have also extended the style capturing technique to include curves whose style contains multiple strokes. This added flexibility allows us to re-create illustrations with hatching strokes, or silhouettes which feature the common artistic technique of "indication"-leaving broken sections of the profile to show patterns of light, connectedness, relative distance, or relative location with respect to the viewer. The example in Fig. 5 shows use of this effect. The basis of our method is to flag the visual start-and end-points of each stroke segment within the complete curve. We use these flags to indicate the extent of the segments during rendering, and maintain the correspondence between the flags and curve points by processing them through multiresolution decomposition and reconstruction. This generates and stores a set of "flag-detail" vectors alongside the curve details, so that at any level the number of reconstructed flags will be equivalent to the elements in the reconstructed curve, preserving the mapping. This arrangement allows us to treat the flag points as a step function, which can be decomposed and reconstructed like our input curve, shown in Fig. 6a . After reconstructing to a lower level, the flags will be an approximation to the original flags, just as a partially reconstructed curve will only approximate the original. The means that the flags will have values between 0.0 and 1.0. In our experiments and observations, we have found that using a threshold of 0.5 and above to indicate a 1.0 flag gives good results for higher detail levels. Figure 6b shows a reconstruction using the flags to preserve captured curve gaps. Figure 18 shows another result using this method with a captured scanned style. Additional results and details are available in Brunn. 
Style Application
As a test of our style extraction technique, we have implemented an interactive illustration system for applying the captured styles. The use of the system involves sketching an illustration (the new base curves) and then applying styles from the library to its strokes.
Point Replacement
Our starting point for reconstruction is point replacement of the captured style's base curve. This consists of replacing the base path points of an extracted style and reconstructing the details on it. The base path, as the coarsest approximation to the original curve, is made up of some small, fixed, number of points, n. We replace those points, the result of the final decomposition step, with points taken from the new base curve that the style will be applied to. Because the new base path is arbitrary (from a user's hand-sketched curve in our system), we use the re-sampling algorithm to generate n uniformly-spaced points along it for the replacement, as described in Sec. 3.2. The detail levels are then reconstructed on those points, resulting in the application of the style to the new curve. A necessary outcome of this technique is that some small variations in the base path (which have not been extracted into a detail level) will be discarded when those points are replaced. For this reason, selecting the smoothest base path during style extraction minimizes any possible distortion that would be introduced by reconstructing on the new base path points.
Detail Re-Orientation
A problem with the simple style application described above occurs when the orientation of the new base curve differs significantly from the original base curve. In those situations the captured details will not have an intuitively "correct" look, as in Fig. 7 
(c). Finkelstein and Salesin
19 also address this problem in the context of curve editing.
The problem arises during reconstruction, but it is created by the decomposition. At each stage of the multiresolution analysis, the detail vectors are extracted relative to the base path (the coarsened curve approximation). When these details are reconstructed on the new base path, the relative offsets are "naively" added to the new base path segments, distorting the style. Figure 8 illustrates the situation. In (a), the detail vectors d of a captured style are shown on their base path t. From there, a decomposition step extracts those vectors as relative offsets to t. The naive reconstruction on the new base patht, shown in (b), makes it clear that the style cannot be preserved. The arbitrary variations of the new path force the detail vectors into different orientations with respect to it. To solve this, we consider a local frame at the curve point that is tangent to the curve and normal to the curve. We extract the angles between the detail vectors and the tangents for each multiresolution level during the decomposition steps. We then use them to re-orient the detail vectors on the new base path. Figure 8(c) shows the process. We compute the angle β i that each unmodified detail vector d i makes with the segmentt i of the new base. This is then used to determine φ i = α i − β i , the angle that d i must be rotated through to give it an orientation of α i witht i . The rotated vectord i , now has the same orientation tot i as d i did to t i . This is done for each detail level of the reconstruction, leaving any partial reconstruction also appropriately oriented. The corrected reconstruction is shown in Fig. 7(d) : the captured style is now clearly visible at all orientations over the circle. We note that extraction through decomposition coupled with this method gives us complete separation of the style from the original path of the stroke.
Style Repetition
We extend our point replacement technique to divide the new base curve into multiple segments, each of which will have the details reconstructed on it. The effect then is of a single unbroken curve with a long, regular, style applied.
Our method again uses the re-sampling algorithm to select the appropriate number of points from the new base path. For a style with an extracted base path of n points that we wish to apply m times, we re-sample the new base path to m(n−1)+1 points. We then reconstruct the style on points 0..(n−1), (n−1)..2(n−1), etc., so each style segment overlaps at its joining point with the next segment. This technique allows us to apply a style to an arbitrarily shorter or longer base path than the style itself. Figure 9 shows the result of several applications of a short sketched style to a new base curve using this technique. The thrice-repeated application is most similar to the original, but the effect of using fewer or more repetitions over the curve produces a family of related styles, any of which may be used instead of the exact reproduction. In our implementation, an interactive preview of the effect of varying the number of repetitions is shown. The top row (1x) shows how the original captured style is stretched to cover the length of the new base path with one repetition. In contrast, the bottom (5x) shows how the style becomes squashed when it is reconstructed on path segments that are shorter than the original style.
One issue with this technique is that the style reproduction is not always exact at the end points. The problem is the existence of some ad hoc columns for endpoint interpolation near the first and last columns of the multiresolution matrices. The top image of Fig. 10 shows a style repetition with this problem. We currently resolve this interactively during the style extraction process. We drop points from the ends of the style until we reach the inner regular section. When the extraction generates a seamless repetition, we store the modified style for re-use. In practice, with a few trials we can find a good result from most styles, such as the bottom image of Fig. 10 . This method imparts some flexibility to the process, leaving the final visual appearance at the user's discretion.
Style Repetition by Detail Blending
An alternate approach we have investigated involves blending together the overlapping sections of adjacent styles. This differs from dropping points, above, by allowing the two style segments to be averaged and merged at the level of their detail vectors. Our algorithm specifies a variable overlap region for the two styles and determines the matching set of detail vectors within that for each detail level. These overlapped vectors are averaged together and used to reconstruct the detail level, building the final blended style. Further information on this is given in Brunn.
26 Figure 11 shows the detail vectors of a single level and the effect of applying this blending to fix a disjoint overlapped area.
Build Level Selection
As a final step for the style application, we can selectively discard some of the highest-resolution detail levels. We can do this without impacting the visual appearance of the final curve because of the nature of the multiresolution decomposition: the highest detail levels encode very small variations of the underlying curve. In our data, these details are often "noise" from the scan or the input device which are not required for a good reconstruction. Dropping the highest levels thus complements the simple image filtering by removing this noise from the input. As an added advantage, we save computation time by reducing the number of synthesis passes needed to apply the style. Figure 12 shows the successive levels of a style reconstructed on a new base path. Note that the final three reconstructions to levels 4, 5, and 6 are virtually indistinguishable at the printed resolution. In general, we find that we can leave off the final two or three levels without affecting the new curve's look, but with considerable savings in computation and space. For example, the level 4 reconstruction generates a curve with only 201 points versus 777 for the full reconstruction to level 6. To automatically select levels to discard, we average the magnitude of the detail vectors in the first few levels of decomposition and compare it relative to the final level, where the detail vectors typically have the greatest magnitude. A threshold of 2.5 to 5% will tend to remove only levels representing input noise, while preserving the style at typical print or screen resolutions.
Results and Discussion
All our results have been generated with the style applier on a 2.65 GHz Pentium IV using the Qt software 2D drawing API. The applier and extractor are real-time, running at interactive rates for all our examples. We recommend printing the results at least at 200dpi on a 600dpi laser printer. Figure 13 shows a complete illustration using sketched styles extracted with the global Chaikin filters. We have used style repetition to cover the longer strokes of (a) (b) (c) the illustration with the short captured style segments. Figure 14 shows a leaf silhouette style captured from a single stroke using the local Chaikin scheme. Note that the venation is not re-styled-our goal is to reproduce the more complex serrated pattern of the leaf silhouette. We first reproduce the original and then apply the style to completely new bases. Comparing the new base path and the final result of the two leaf pairs shows the effect of the artistic style on the final composition. Our system can also be used to extract individual style segments from a single larger illustration. An example of this, used to reproduce a composition of several trees, is presented in the accompanying materials with this paper. Figure 15 shows the same process with several more examples. The first row uses the global Chaikin and cubic B-spline schemes for the left and right pieces and the second row uses the local Chaikin scheme. For each row, columns (a) and (b) show the scanned input image and the corresponding extracted style. For simplicity, we have separated the image into two pieces to extract as a left and right half. A full silhouette can also be used, as in Fig. 14 . Note that for column (b), the extracted style is reconstructed directly on the extracted base path, leading to perfect reconstruction. The column pairs (c)-(d) and (e)-(f) show the reconstruction on a new base path. In column (c) we have attempted to reproduce the original by using a rough sketch, capturing only the large-scale variations of the original in our new base path. Column (d) shows the result, in each case a close approximation to the original. In column (e) use only the broadest outline of the original. The result, in column (f), shows how the style is flexibly preserved even with such rough approximations to the original-while a detailed base path that follows the tree's outline yields a nearly exact reproduction, a generic sketch still preserves most recognizable details from the original.
Comparison to Wavelet-based Multiresolutions
The advantages of constructing multiresolutions based on reverse subdivision have been discussed in Bartels and Samavati.
10,11 Here we compare the method of Finkelstein and Salesin 19 to our method. While both approaches have linear-time algorithms for decomposition and reconstruction, in practice the reverse subdivision approach is much faster. Table 1 shows the average result of several timing runs for a full decomposition and reconstruction of curves with 35, 8195, and 32771 points. We find the global method to be almost six times faster and the local method almost nine times faster. This is primarily due to the shorter bands of the filter matrices we use. Another advantage is that the simplicity and generality of the reverse subdivision method allows us to use different filters, including both local and global Chaikin and cubic B-splines, as well as other schemes such as Dyn-Levin. 10 Finkelstein and Salesin 19 only consider cubic B-splines and do not offer a way to employ other curve schemes. Figure 16 graphically shows that our new approach suffers no loss in quality while achieving its speed advantage. We extract a tree silhouette style using waveletbased, global, and local cubic B-spline schemes and then re-apply the style to a single new base path, representing a perturbed, or "wind-swept," version of the original. Our global technique provides identical visual results to the wavelet-based approach, while the local method still provides a close approximation with some distortion due to a coarser base path.
Limitations
Currently, one limitation of the system lies in the extraction process and interface. We have found that one of the biggest problems in getting a good re-application of a style is the smoothness of the base path extracted from the filters (Fig. 4) . If the base path is not smooth then too much detail is lost when the re-application replaces the base points, leading to a distorted style and sometimes unintuitive results. However the availability of multiple filters and the interactive preview within the style extractor allows the user to quickly determine if the extracted style will be acceptable or not. In general, we have found that using a global filter and a style curve with several hundred points, such as from a longer sketch or a high resolution scan, will result in the base path being smooth enough for successful style reconstruction. Our technique also tends to capture the local details of curve variations better than larger features, as these macro-level variations are usually extracted as part of the curve's base path, and end up being replaced (and lost), when the style is reconstructed on the new base path.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a technique for NPR-by-example that allows exact reproduction of artistic stroke styles. Our method does not require training sets and does not rely on statistical similarity to synthesize new strokes with the extracted style. Instead, the multiresolution technique gives us a simple and automatic way to separate a style from a curve and still preserve artistic stylization by giving the option to the user of using longer or shorter style segments and arbitrary base paths. These then naturally encapsulate variations intrinsic to hand-drawn styles. We have demonstrated our method with a variety of silhouette styles showing the flexibility of the capturing and applying techniques.
The principle advantages of our method are its conceptual simplicity and the ability to achieve efficient implementation of extraction and application. Using the filters of Bartels and Samavati 10,11 allows us guaranteed linear time multiresolution decomposition and reconstruction. Additionally, the filtering and banded linear Fig. 18 . Capturing and re-using a scanned discontinuous silhouette style. The dandelion sketch silhouette (left) was scanned and automatically vectorized and then applied to the base drawing (center) to create the final image (right).
system solving operations are simple and easily-optimized, and we show that they are significantly faster than previous multiresolution techniques using wavelets. Our system can perform real-time extraction and application of the styles, providing a useful basis for interactive stroke-style render-by-example. We have found that our new techniques provide results comparable to previous work for style extraction and re-application. In particular, the global filters and local cubic B-spline filter generate the smoothest base paths, allowing good reconstructions.
One area where we would like to extend the system involves automating the finding of seamless repetitions for captured styles. Other areas include capturing line qualities such as weight, and further investigation into blending different styles and enhancing the use of discontinuous styles within our system.
